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The Sufi and the Sickle: Theorizing
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One evening, I was sitting with Allah Baksh Baloch in a cramped room adjacent
to his house that served as his baithak (guest room). We were caught up in deep
conversation over a book, when one of his friends entered suddenly. He noticed
the physical copy of the book next to Allah Baksh. Gazing over at its cover,
which had the face of a beardedman, the friend asked: “What pir are you reading
about? What pir is that?” The friend assumed, based on his ragged and unkempt
beard, that the man on the cover was some Sufi spiritual leader (pir), figures that
are quite popular in this part of rural Pakistan. Allah Baksh responded:

Why he’s the greatest pir that ever lived!
Why do you say that?
What are pirs anyway? They have special powers to solve
people’s problems. In that respect, the person on the cover is
the greatest of all pirs because he tackled the root cause of
people’s problems.

The book was actually a short summary, in Urdu, of volume 1 ofMarx’sCapital,
and the bearded fellow on the cover, who the friend assumed was a pir, was none
other than Karl Marx.

Allah Baksh went on to draw several parallels between Sufism and
Marxism. He suggested that it was significant that Marx and Khwaja Ghulam
Farid, a popular pir here, both sported large, untrimmed, and ragged beards.
Through their untidy appearances, both embodied a skepticism of appearances,
of the way things first appeared (think also, for instance, of Marx’s discussion of
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“the commodity”).1 Both Sufism andMarxism participated in a shared project of
uncovering the hidden essence of the world—struggling, in other words, for
Truth (Haqiqat or al-Haqq, an Arabic word for Truth that is also one of God’s
names in Islam). We see this intersection as well, Allah Baksh continued, in Sufi
poetry. These poets typically centered their poetry on the figure of the Mahbub
(Beloved), understood to be both a longed-for lover and God Himself—a
combined love for both humanity and Truth that, at least for Allah Baksh, also
motivated communists. Ultimately for Allah Baksh, “Marxism [was] simply a
logical continuation of Sufism.”

He had learned about this relationship from Sibghatullah Mazari (hereon
Sibghatullah) (d. 2000). In the early 1970s, Sibghatullah, who belonged to a poor
tenant family, led anti-landlord agitations in his village in a peripheral region
of South Punjab. Soon, he, like a teenaged Allah Baksh, was recruited by
the communist Mazdoor Kisan Party (MKP) (Worker Peasant Party), a party
which, inspired by Maoism, had begun organizing peasants against “remnants
of feudalism”2 in the countryside, especially in Punjab and the North-West
Frontier Province,3 with the goal of establishing a “mazdoor kisan raj”
(worker-peasant rule).4 Though sharing a background with those typically led
by communist leaders, glossed as “themasses” in their propaganda, Sibghatullah
would quickly join the leading ranks of the party, becoming a member of its
central committee and later vice-president of its Punjab branch, in large measure
because of the momentum of his local movement. This momentum was
attributable, in part, to Sibghatullah’s theoretical and political practice, which
established an equivalence between Marxism and Sufi Islam: what I call his
“mystical Marxism.” As I will show, he established this equivalence at both the
immediately political level, arguing that both Sufism and Marxism necessarily
opposed the “feudal” system (jagirdari nizam, simply jagirdari), and at a deeper
philosophical level, suggesting that both were committed to Truth. Because of
this reconciliation, Sibghatullah, the communist leader, came to be known as
“Sufi Sibghatullah” and a “Truth-seeker” (Haqiqat-pasand).

In this paper, I historically reconstruct the life of Sibghatullah, a figure
widely admired in the region though little known in Pakistan generally, because
of the unrealized possibilities he represented. Too often, historiography has
privileged histories of experience over what Reinhart Koselleck calls “horizons
of expectation”—those possibilities latent in the past and not-yet materialized

1 Karl Marx, Capital: A Critique of Political Economy (New York: Vintage Books, 1977),
125–77.

2 IshaqMuhammad, “Pakistan: Statement by IshaqMohammad, Chairman,Mazdoor Kisan Party
(Workers’ Peasants’ Party),” Journal of Contemporary Asia 8 (1978): 303–6, 303.

3 NoamanG. Ali, “Agrarian Class Struggle and State Formation in Post-Colonial Pakistan, 1959–
1974: Contingencies of Mazdoor Kisan Raj,” Journal of Agrarian Change 20, 2 (2020): 270–88.

4 Ishaq Muhammad, Manshur (Karachi: Mazdoor Kisan Party, 1972).
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in the future.5 Though Sibghatullah did not achieve his political objectives, his
life evokes several possibilities. In a world of conflict-ridden difference, it
shows the prospects for forging those unities—in this case, between religious
and secular thought—that may be necessary for liberation. And against those
scholars (discussed shortly) who have tried to reconcile Marxism and religion
in scholarly prose, Sibghatullah’s life also reveals how a subaltern actor might
come to theorize this equivalence in the context of political struggle—how a
religious Marxism might look as both a theoretical and political practice.

Various circumstances led Sibghatullah toward this articulation6 of
Marxism and Islam, including his poor peasant upbringing amidst a landlordism
that wielded Islam to reproduce its hegemony, contingent encounters with
communist and progressive religious leaders during the popular upheavals of
the late 1960s and 1970s, and shifting agrarian political-economies consequent
to the 1972 land reforms. However, Sibghatullah’s theorizing, like arguably all
theory-making, was also relatively autonomous7 from these determinations,
meaning the presence of certain distinctive ideological elements inhering to
Maoism and Sufism specifically could also inspire an articulation. While
several scholars have noted that Marxism and religion share a commitment
to a theoretically informed practice, it was Maoism’s specific attention to a
vernacular-driven universalism, combined with Sufism’s own universalist
possibilities, that enabled Sibghatullah to articulate the two. His introduction
to the party’sMaoism—another ideology, whose politics of the “mass line” and
broader philosophy on practice meant it straddled the universal-vernacular8—
encouraged him to comparatively reflect on various Islams in the region,
including his own. Sibghatullah specifically engaged with circulating Sufi
ideas, including Sufi-inflected Deobandism, which appealed to him because
of their universalist possibilities, possibilities inhering in their concept of
Truth (and relatedly, humanity).9 This engagement culminated in Sibghatullah

5 Reinhart Koselleck, Futures Past: On the Semantics of Historical Time (New York: Columbia
University Press, 2004), 255–75.

6 I use articulation as theorized by Stuart Hall, not Ernesto Laclau and Chantal Mouffe, because
Hall’s concept is more rooted in political economy, the transformations of which shaped
Sibghatullah’s mystical Marxism. See Hall’s “Race, Articulation and Societies Structured in
Dominance,” in UNESCO, ed., Sociological Theories: Race and Colonialism (Paris: UNESCO,
1980), 305–45. For critiques of Laclau andMouffe’s concept, see Gillian Hart, “Changing Concepts
of Articulation: Political Stakes in SouthAfrica Today,”Review of African Political Economy 34, 111
(2007): 85–101.

7 On the “relative autonomy” of theory, see Aijaz Ahmad, In Theory: Classes, Nations,
Literatures (New York: Verso, 1992), 5–6.

8 I use the term “vernacular” metaphorically to refer to local practices, beliefs, and so forth. For
discussion of the universal-vernacular (or universal-particular) in relation to Pakistan’s
ethnonationalisms, see Ayyaz Mallick, “From Partisan Universal to Concrete Universal? The
Pashtun Tahaffuz Movement in Pakistan,” Antipode 52, 6 (2020): 1774–93.

9 It is this universalism that partly explains Sufism’s distinct ability to both incorporate and be
incorporated into other practices and belief systems. See Muhammad Zaman, Islam in Pakistan: A
History (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2018), 195–225.
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establishing an equivalence between Marxism and Sufism, as both, in his view,
struggled for Truth. Most basically, while Maoism’s vernacular orientation led
Sibghatullah toward Sufism, it was their shared universalist elements that then
enabled him to equate the two: an equivalence forged, as Aimé Césaire once put it,
as “a universal enriched by all that is particular.”10

Sibghatullah expressed this mystical Marxism not only in his prose, but
in his political practice. He transformed the master-apprentice relationship at
his workshop into a revolutionary Sufi pir-murid (guide-disciple) one,
mobilized his disciples to organize in their own villages, recruited Sufi-inflected
mullahs/maulvis into the party, organized annual “mullah congregations,” built
insurrectionary Islamic institutions, and challenged the tribal landlords’ patriarchal
“honor” codes. These practices, by undermining landlordism’s hegemony over
Islam, threatened its reproduction.

To explore his theory and practice of mystical Marxism, I draw on twenty
months of ethnographic research, oral histories, and a hitherto under-explored
set of archives, including police surveillance files, the MKP’s internal literature,
and the private notebooks of Sibghatullah and his comrades. In the paper’s first
section, I briefly consider how different scholars—specifically, Marxist and
Marx-inspired scholars, progressive religious thinkers, and critical realists—
theorized the relationship between Marxism and religion, so as to situate
Sibghatullah’s own theory-making. In the second section, I discuss Sibghatullah’s
early life in order to unearth those encounters and contexts that would later shape
his mystical Marxism: the prehistory of mystical Marxism. In the third section,
I show how Sibghatullah’s theorization was made possible by the vernacular
orientation ofMaoism and the universalist possibilities of Sufism. The next three
sections deal with different ways Sibghatullah expressed his mystical Marxism:
one centers on his prose, another on his political practice, and the third details
his later contestation against the tribal landlords’ patriarchal “honor” codes,
which I view as another instance, and development, of his mystical Marxism.

theorizing between marxism and religion

While a vast literature deals with Marxism and religion, here I focus on those
strands that have aimed to establish some correspondence between the two:
specifically, Marxist and Marx-inspired scholars, progressive religious thinkers
sympathetic to Marxism, and lastly, critical realists. While Marxists, Marx-
inspired scholars, and progressive religious thinkers have all noted some
similarities between Marxism and religion, most all have argued for one
over the other. Philosophers of critical realism, on the other hand, rigorously

10 Aimé Césaire, “Letter to Maurice Thorez,” Social Text 28, 2 (2010): 145–52, 152.
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theorized a genuine rapprochement, and in a way that resembles Sibghatullah’s
own mystical Marxism.

Marx and Marxists have noted parallels between Marxism and religion.
When Marx famously argued that religion was “the expression of real distress
and the protest against real distress,”11 he was implying that what drew the
masses to revolutionary Marxism could also drive their religious fervor: an
implication made explicit when Friedrich Engels likened Christianity to
“every great revolutionary movement,” since it too was “made by the masses.”12

It was the Italian communist AntonioGramsci who articulated a parallel between
religion and Marxism in a more robust way. He believed that religion, like
Marxism, was “a conception of the world and a corresponding norm of
conduct.”13 Religion, in other words, aspired for a unity of theory and praxis
much like Marxism did, and Gramsci saw in subaltern religious beliefs and
attachments a radical desire for theoretical-practical coherence.14 According to
Louis Althusser, even Vladimir Lenin, though critical of religion, also respected
the religious on precisely these grounds; that they, unlike many philosophers,
were “integral people … who have a ‘system’ which is not just speculative but
inscribed in their practice.”15 In summarizing the parallels between Marxism
and Islam, Maxime Rodinson emphasized this shared commitment to a
theoretically informed practice: both are “militant ideological movements
having a temporal socio-political programme….”16

Still, despite acknowledging these parallels, these Marxists believed
religion and religious consciousness had to be superseded. Workers must be
liberated from the “witchery of religion,”17 Marx proclaimed, while Engels
insisted that religion was “incapable for the future of serving any progressive
class as the ideological garb of its aspiration.”18 Gramsci articulated a rigorous
reason for this supersession. He argued thatMarxism, as a “philosophy of praxis”
19 whose theory evolved inmutual interaction with the changing practical world,

11 Karl Marx, “Contribution to the Critique of Hegel’s Philosophy of Right,” in K. Marx and
F. Engels on Religion (Moscow: Foreign Languages Publishing House, 1957), 42.

12 Friedrich Engels, “The Book of Revelation,” in K. Marx and F. Engels on Religion (Moscow:
Foreign Languages Publishing House, 1957), 206.

13 Antonio Gramsci, Selections from the Prison Notebooks of Antonio Gramsci, Quintin Hoare
and Geoffrey Nowell Smith, eds. (London: Lawrence & Wishart, 1971), 326.

14 Fabio Frosini, “Subalterns, Religion, and the Philosophy of Praxis in Gramsci’s Prison
Notebooks,” Rethinking Marxism 28, 3–4 (2016): 523–39.

15 Louis Althusser, Lenin and Philosophy, and other Essays. (New York: Monthly Review Press,
1971), 30.

16 Maxime Rodinson, Marxism and the Muslim World (London: Zed Books, 2015), 39.
17 Karl Marx, “Critique of the Gotha Program,” in Robert C. Tucker, ed., The Marx-Engels

Reader, 2d ed. (New York: W. W. Norton & Company, 1978), 540.
18 Friedrich Engels, “Ludwig Feuerbach and the End of Classical German Philosophy,” in Dave

Holmes, ed., Marxism, Socialism and Religion (Australia: Resistance Books, 2001), 81.
19 Gramsci, Selections, 332. See also Peter D. Thomas, The Gramscian Moment: Philosophy,

Hegemony and Marxism (Leiden: Brill, 2009).
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could meet subaltern aspirations for theoretical-practical coherence in a way
conventional religion could not, which in his view always tended towards
orthodoxy.20 To Gramsci, Marxism was simply a better, more adaptive
religion—a secular religion.21

Yet Gramsci held a rather static and un-dialectical conception of
conventional religion, instead of viewing it as a site for class struggle, whose
theoretical coordinates and corresponding practice could change: a point made
by others,22 and which Sibghatullah’s interaction with Sufism shows as well.

Later Marx-inspired scholars acknowledged religion’s malleability and
transformative possibilities, but still suggested that religious consciousness
had to be overcome in the end because it undermined the formation of a
universal revolutionary subject. Frantz Fanon, for instance, in his exchange
with Iranian-Muslim revolutionary Ali Shariati, acknowledged the revolutionary
and anti-colonial possibilities of Islam, but saw that it was too particularistic.
He cautioned that “reviving sectarian and religious mindsets” could “divert that
nation yet to come… from its ideal future”: that future ultimately being a universal
one.23 Others suggested that religious consciousness would inevitably be replaced
with a secular-universal one with the development of capitalism. Asef Bayat, for
instance, attributed the MuslimWorld’s earlier affinity for an Islamic, as opposed
to a secular, socialism to “its slowpace ofmodern class formation,” the assumption
being that capitalist development would replace this religious socialism with
“secular class politics.”24 A fuller expression of a similar point came from
Ranajit Guha. In emphasizing the role of religion in the nineteenth-century anti-
colonial Birsa Munda rebellion, Guha still insisted that religion was simply a
subjective “mediation” for class consciousness, a “discrepancy that is necessarily
there at certain stages of the class struggle” (my emphasis).25

In contrast, Sibghatullah’s theoretical practice did not conceive of religion
as simply an idiom to mediate class struggle, one to be later superseded by a
“mature”26 secular class consciousness. Rather, he aimed to establish a religious

20 Frosini, “Subalterns,” 531.
21 Antonio Gramsci, Further Selections from the Prison Notebooks, Derek Boothman,

ed. (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1995), 361. See also Walter Luiz Adamson,
“Gramsci, Catholicism and Secular Religion,” Politics, Religion & Ideology 14, 4 (2013): 468–84.

22 John Brentlinger, “Revolutionizing Spirituality: Reflections on Marxism and Religion,”
Science & Society 64, 2 (2000): 171–93, 175; Rodinson, Marxism, 12.

23 Frantz Fanon, “Letter to Ali Shariati,” in Jean Khalfa, Robert Young, and Steve Corcoran, eds.,
Alienation and Freedom (London: Bloomsbury Academic, 2018), 669. See also Adam Shatz,
“Where Life Is Seized,” London Review of Books, 19 Jan. 2017.

24 Asef Bayat, “Shari’ati andMarx: ACritique of an ‘Islamic’Critique ofMarxism,”Alif: Journal
of Comparative Poetics 10 (1990): 19–41, 37.

25 Ranajit Guha, Elementary Aspects of Peasant Insurgency in Colonial India (Durham: Duke
University Press, 1999), 251, 173.

26 Bayat, “Shari’ati and Marx,” 37.
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consciousness that was equivalent to a revolutionary class one: an equivalence
centered on the concept of Truth.

By centering this rather existential concept in his mystical Marxism,
Sibghatullah also ameliorates some concerns progressive religious scholars
have had with Marxism. While many, like liberation theologian Harvey
Cox,27 affirm the value of Marxist concepts and methods, Marxism by itself is
viewed as insufficient. As Cornel West argued, Marxism fails to speak to “the
ultimate facts of human existence”: it does not supply “existential wisdom.”28

For similar reasons, Shariati also critiquedMarxism, arguing that it reduced man
to “clay”—a metaphor in Islamic discourse for what he calls “objective material
existence.”29 While he conceded that Marxism acknowledged a contradiction
between human agency and material constraints or structure, it resolved
this contradiction, in his view, in favor of the material through its concept of
material determination. In doing so, Marxism, in Shariati’s reckoning, denied a
definitive feature of human beings: their capacity for independent (and thereby
non-deterministic) moral agency and responsibility. In contrast, Islam, while
recognizing humankind’s material qualities, also affirms a moral agency not
reducible to material constraints. For Shariati, it is in this irreducible moral
agency that the divine spirit is located, the “transcendental dimension of human
existence”30: a dimension that gives meaning to values. He believed that without
these values there could be no basis to oppose capitalism, and that whenMarx and
Marxists do oppose capitalism on the basis that it degrades humanity, they adopt a
“mystical tone” that goes against their own principles of historical materialism.31

In essence, progressive religious scholars like Shariati oppose Marxism on
two interrelated grounds. First, that Marxism’s historical materialism denies
humanity’s moral agency, an agency religious thought upholds, and which is
constitutive of humanity’s full existential nature. And second, without an
appreciation of this moral dimension, Marxism has little basis, within its own
logic, to oppose capitalism. Both assumptions, however, were challenged by
critical realists, who, more than the other scholars discussed thus far, rigorously
theorized a rapprochement between Marxism and religion.

With respect to the first objection, critical realist Andrew Collier argued
that religion (in his case, Christianity) could still accommodate historical
materialism, especially if the latter was seen as a “regional materialism.”32

27 Harvey Cox, Many Mansions: A Christian’s Encounter with other Faiths (Boston: Beacon
Press, 1988), 184–85.

28 Cornel West, The Ethical Dimensions of Marxist Thought (New York: Monthly Review Press,
1991), xxvii–viii.

29 Ali Shariati, Marxism and other Western Fallacies: An Islamic Critique (Berkeley: Mizan
Press, 1980), 86–89.

30 Ibid., 31.
31 Ibid., 23.
32 Andrew Collier, Christianity and Marxism: A Philosophical Contribution to Their

Reconciliation (London: Routledge, 2001), 125.
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That is, Marxism’s materialism was only relative to history, and its material
determination never precluded human agency.33 Though Collier deploys the
Lutheran doctrine of fallenness to legitimize his belief in historical laws
operating (relatively) autonomous from God, Rodinson (though not a critical
realist) finds this in Islam as well: “If God acts through the intermediary of
natural law [as Muslims believe], why should He not act in the human world
through the intermediary of social laws?”34 Rodinson goes on to say that the
classical Muslim sociologist Ibn Khaldun partly explained the appearance and
rise of the Prophet in this way, with the social laws understood as secondary
causes.35 In essence, both Collier and Rodinson suggest that a commitment
to a (historically-relative) materialism can coexist with a religious belief
in transcendental Truth, God, and moral agency. We see this coexistence in
Sibghatullah’s mystical Marxism as well, except he went further to equate the
material struggles against landlords with the affirmation of Truth.

With respect to the religious scholars’ second objection—that without
values, Marxism by itself has no grounds to oppose capitalism—it rests on a
Humean distinction between facts and values, a distinction that critical realists
breached. Roy Bhaskar, for instance, argued that facts are also values in any
system of discourse (and, for him, this is basically most discourse) which
values truth over falsity.36 It followed that any system that obscured the truth
and reproduced itself by falsehoods should be opposed by any discourses
concerned with truth (again, this is most discourse for Bhaskar). To him, that
system that reproduced itself by falsehoods was capitalism. Essentially, Bhaskar
was aiming to show how the internal epistemological logic of social science
compels it to be against capitalism (if we assume, as he did, that capitalism
relies on obscuration to reproduce itself). Against those religious scholars
discussed earlier, Bhaskar suggested that Marxism had within itself a logical
and value-laden basis to oppose capitalism.

We will see that Sibghatullah’s theoretical reconciliation mirrored
the efforts of critical realists. To him, both Sufi and Marxist thought were
concerned with demystifying reality in order to reach Truth, and thus should
oppose, by their own internal logic, any system that obscures this Truth (in his
case, jagirdari). To Sibghatullah, both Sufi and Marxist logics were equivalent,
and essentially embraced a dialectic that negated society-as-is in order to affirm
Truth.37 Even initially secular critical realists like RoyBhaskar would eventually
take their own “spiritual turn” for somewhat similar reasons, as their search for

33 Bayat also pointed this out in his critique of Shariati, who essentially misread Marx. Bayat,
“Shari’ati and Marx.”

34 Rodinson, Marxism, 8.
35 Ibid., 9.
36 Roy Bhaskar, Scientific Realism and Human Emancipation (London: Routledge, 2009),

113–21.
37 On Sufism’s dialectic of negation and affirmation, as encapsulated in the declaration, “There is

no god [negation], but God [affirmation],” seeWilliam Chittick, “The Quran and Sufism,” in Seyyed
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“the Real” took them toward God as the Ultimate Reality.38 But whereas critical
theorists have pursued this rapprochement between religion and Marxism in
scholarly prose, my aim here is to show what conditions would enable someone
outside the academy—in fact, a poor peasant with little formal schooling—to
engineer it, and with what consequences for political practice. That is, I write a
historical ethnography of religious Marxism, exploring the conditions for its
emergence and its expression as both a theoretical and political practice.

Political practice was at the center of the dispute between Shariati and
Fanon referenced earlier. In signing off his response, Fanon wrote: “although
my path diverges from, and is even opposed to yours, I am persuaded that both
paths [a universalistMarxism against what he saw as Shariati’s too particularistic
Islam] will ultimately join up towards that destination where humanity lives
well.”39 Just short of a decade after Fanon’s death, Sibghatullah would aim to
forge precisely such a union, unknowingly fulfilling Fanon’s desire to reconcile
with Shariati. I turn next to how he did so.

a prehistory to mystical marxism

Sibghatullah’s early milieu and encounters would go on to shape his theoretical
and political practice. Because of how landlords in his village mobilized Islam to
legitimate their rule, Sibghatullah, after he enrolled in the MKP, became
increasingly convinced of the need to re-theorize Islam to further emancipatory
politics. His re-theorization was shaped by his contingent encounters with various
socialist Islams circulating at the time.

Sibghatullah was born in 1944 in Bangla Icha, a village in the former
“Punjab Frontier” (now South Punjab) district of Dera Ghazi Khan.40 This
region is distinct from the rest of the Punjab province due to the presence of
Baloch tribes, typically headed by a single hereditary chief (tumandar) and
various petty chiefs (sardars). After Punjab’s annexation in 1849, those chiefs
that submitted to British rule bolstered their own authority by formalizing a legal
jurisdiction over their tribesmen and acquiring immense landed estates, known
as “batai jagir estates.”41 On these estates, landlords (jagirdars) collected
both land revenue from peasant proprietors and rents from their tenants.42

H. Nasr et al., eds., The Study Quran: A New Translation and Commentary (New York: HarperOne,
2017), 1741.

38 RoyBhaskar,FromEast toWest:Odyssey of a Soul (London: Routledge, 2000);AndrewWright,
“In Praise of the Spiritual Turn,” Journal of Critical Realism 10, 3 (2011): 331–57.

39 Fanon, “Letter to Ali Shariati,” 669.
40 In 1982, Rajanpur district was carved out of the southern end of Dera Ghazi Khan district.

Bangla Icha now falls within the former.
41 W. R. Wilson, Final Report of the Second Revised Settlement (1916–1920) of the Dera Ghazi

Khan District (Lahore: Government Printing Punjab, 1926), 6.
42 F.W.R. Fryer, Final Report of the First Regular Settlement of the Dera Ghazi Khan District,

1869 to 1874 (Lahore: Central Jail Press, 1876), 153.
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Sibghatullah’s family were poor tenants for one of these Baloch petty-chiefs
named Ashiq Mazari, from the Mazari tribe.

The other group of landlords around Sibghatullah’s village belonged to
the Makhdooms, who, together with the Baloch chiefs, sat at the helm of
the jagirdari system. While Baloch chiefs tried to secure their legitimacy by
mobilizing tribal fidelities, Makhdoom landlords used, as one of Sibghatullah’s
comrades (sathi)43 put it, “the medicine of spirituality.” Makhdoom landlords
claimed common descent from Prophet Muhammad and used this genealogical
assertion—the ideology of “Syedism”44—and their patronization of local Sufi
shrines as a way to legitimize their landholdings. Not only did some see
Makhdooms as pirs, but others even “consider[ed] the Makhdoom alongside
Allah.”45

But circulating alongside this elite Sufism was an anti-landlord, insurgent
Islam—that of Ubaidullah Sindhi (d. 1944), the “Imam-i-Inquilab” (Imam of the
Revolution).46 A Deobandi by training, Sindhi would give this otherwise
puritanical and scripturalist Islam both Sufi and politically-subversive twists.
He did so by drawing on Deobandism’s own genealogy, specifically the writings
of ShahWaliullah (d. 1769), whose critiques of the Persian and Byzantine ruling
elites47 and emphasis on mystic Ibn al-Arabi’s (d. 1240) universal concept of
“unity of being” (wahdat al-wujud)48 enabled Sindhi to create a “pseudo-Wali-
Ullahi communism.”49 Though historians typically suggest it was Sikh Jats in
central and eastern colonial Punjab who were more receptive to communist
ideas,50 Sindhi’s political thought reveals an early Muslim engagement in the
province, one that would go on to shape Sibghatullah’s own thinking. Sindhi in
fact spent his childhood in Jampur, a town just north of Sibghatullah’s village,
before moving to neighboring Sindh (where he engaged with the region’s Sufi
pirs) and then onward to the center of Deobandi teaching at the Dar al-‘Ulum
Deoband in the United Provinces (now Uttar Pradesh). After traveling to

43 MKP members generally preferred to call each other “sathi” rather than the English word
“comrade,” since, one ex-MKP worker told me, the former expressed the party’s commitment to a
linguistically vernacular communism. Be that as it may, for convenience I will here use “comrade/
comrades.”

44 Oskar Verkaaik, “Reforming Mysticism: Sindhi Separatist Intellectuals in Pakistan,”
International Review of Social History 49 (2004), supplement: 65–86, 76.

45 IshaqMuhammad, “Pakistan Ke Tarik-Tarin Alaqay PunjabMain Hain,”Circular 38 (1972): 3
and 6, 3.

46 Tanvir Anjum, “AVoice from the Margins: An Appraisal of Ubaid-Allah Sindhi’s Mahabharat
Sarvrajia Party and Its Constitution,” Journal of Political Science 20, 1 (2013): 159–77, 162.

47 Muhammad Qasim Zaman, Modern Islamic Thought in a Radical Age: Religious Authority
and Internal Criticism (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2012), 227.

48 Ibid., 60.
49 Aziz Ahmad, Studies in Islamic Culture in the Indian Environment (Oxford: Clarendon Press,

1964), 269.
50 Ali Raza, Revolutionary Pasts: Communist Internationalism in Colonial India (Cambridge:

Cambridge University Press, 2020), 165–66.
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Afghanistan, and then to the Soviet Union in 1922—becoming one of the first
Muslim thinkers to directly encounter Russian communism51—Sindhi would
return to the Sindh/South Punjab region in 1939 to propagate his distinct Sufi and
socialist-inflected Deobandism. His adopted son would continue spreading this
Islam in Punjab’s countryside.52

While both Makhdoom’s Sufism and Sindhi’s (Sufi-inflected)
revolutionary Deobandism would later shape Sibghatullah’s interaction with
Islam, neither directly influenced him in his early years. “He was just an
ordinary Muslim,” his peasant comrade Malik Akbar told me, “he had a beard,
and prayed.”What did directly impact Sibghatullah during this period, according
to Malik Akbar, was encounters in Karachi, where he moved in the late 1960s
to find work. It was there that he trained to be a television and radio mechanic, a
trade whose relations of production (specifically the master-apprentice relation)
would, as we will see, play an important role in Sibghatullah’s “mystical
Marxist” practice. It was also in the city that Sibghatullah encountered radical
ideas and politics, since the late 1960s and early 1970s was a period of
popular upheavals in the city and surrounding countryside.53 Not only did he
befriend striking workers in Karachi’s Landhi/Korangi industrial area, but he
also met some peasant leaders from the Sindh Hari Committee, an organization
mobilizing Sindh’s landless peasants (haris) against landlords.54

According to Master Sajid Mallick,55 a retired schoolteacher and another
former comrade, Sibghatullah may have even encountered the person behind
the Committee, G. M. Syed (d. 1995), who was known to entertain various
political dissidents in his Karachi home.56 Similar to what Sibghatullah would
go on to do, Syed and his protege Ibrahim Joyo (d. 2017) delinked Sufism from
landlordism and combined it with Marxism (in addition to other philosophies
and religions). To Syed, Sufi mysticism went beyond doctrine and ritual to
center, instead, the “unity of being,” a mystical core Syed believed was present
in all religions, making Sufi mysticism compatible with even non-Islamic
religions.57 In drawing on Ibn al-Arabi, Syed’s thought paralleled Ubaidullah

51 Tahir Kamran, “Ubaidullah Sindhi as a Revolutionary: A Study of Socialist Activism in
Deobandi Islam,” in Béatrice Hendrich, ed., Muslims and Capitalism (Würzburg: Ergon-Verlag,
2018), 151.

52 Zaman, Islam in Pakistan, 357.
53 Kamran Asdar Ali, Communism in Pakistan: Politics and Class Activism, 1947–1972

(New York: I. B. Tauris, 2015), 166–94.
54 This contact would continue. In a letter penned in 1985 to an MKP leader, a close comrade of

Sibghatullah’s wrote, “[I met] with members of the Sindh Hari Committee. I met them twice. They
are good people, who are bright and goodworkers,”AtaMuhammadKhalti, “AtaMuhammadKhalti
Ka Khatt,” in Rao Suleiman, Mera Junun (Multan: Zaheer Ahmed, 2013), 177–78.

55 Sajid Mallick is a pseudonym.
56 Verkaaik, “Reforming Mysticism,” 79.
57 G. M. Syed, Religion and Reality, Khadim Hussain Soomro, trans. (Sehwan Sharif: Sain

Publishers, 2015).
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Sindhi’s, though the latter (as a Deobandi) was more rooted in Islam’s
foundational texts than the former. Moreover, while emphasizing Sufism’s
universalism in his theoretical writings, Syed, unlike Sindhi, would stress its
vernacular dimensions in his politics. Syed located Sufism as part of the distinct
heritage of the Sindhi homeland (Sindhudesh) in order to legitimize his argument
for Sindhi separatism.58 Though Sibghatullah would, once he joined the MKP,
take a different approach to reconciling Sufi Islam and Marxism, emphasizing
(akin to Sindhi) the former’s universalism over its vernacularization, his early
encounters with Syed’s “reformed Sufism”59 may still have alerted him to the
universalist and insurgent possibilities inhering in Sufism.

Sibghatullah’s exposure to these sorts of subversive ideas in Karachi
was cut short after his wife, who had remained in his village, was murdered.
Returning to Bangla Icha for the funeral in the early 1970s, he discovered that his
elder brother had committed themurder. Invoking Baloch tribal custom (qaba’ili
rusum), the brother claimed Sibghatullah’s wife had committed illicit sexual
relations with another man and become dishonored (kali/kari). As his son told
me, Sibghatullah never believed the accusation, and always suspected that it
was his elder brother who had made uninvited sexual advances on his wife.
According toMaster Sajid, this incident led Sibghatullah to start questioning not
only the tribal “honor” codes (kali qanun) but the very notion of tribe, whose
internal integrity these codes aimed to uphold. Though Sibghatullah would later
confront tribal authority directly, this early incident, combined with his exposure
to peasant militancy in Sindh, did nevertheless lead him to his first political
action.

Shortly after establishing a TVand radio repair shop in a town adjacent to
his village, Sibghatullah surprised many by ignoring tribal fidelities to assist a
group of Punjabi Jat tenants, whowere being evicted by theMakhdoom landlord
GhulamMiran Shah.What set the stage for these sorts of tenant agitations, which
occurred across the country, was the 1972 land reforms of Zulfikar Ali Bhutto
(d. 1979), Prime Minister and populist leader of the Pakistan People’s Party
(PPP). The reforms included a land ceiling, greater tenant protections, and
incentives for landlords to modernize farming.60 Like landlords elsewhere,61

Ghulam Miran Shah evaded state appropriation of his above-ceiling land by
transferring it, on paper, to his relatives and managers. But influenced by the

58 Verkaaik, “Reforming Mysticism.”
59 Ibid., 69.
60 Ronald J. Herring, “Zulfikar Ali Bhutto and the ‘Eradication of Feudalism’ in Pakistan,”

Comparative Studies in Society and History 21, 4 (1979): 519–57; Ishaq Muhammad, “A
Preliminary Analysis of Land Reforms,” Pakistan Forum 3, 3 (1972): 6–8. In fact, Bhutto
believed the land ceilings themselves would incentivize landlords to intensify production, for they
would need to do so if they wanted to maintain the same standard of living with less land.

61 Government of Pakistan, White Paper on the Performance of the Bhutto Regime, vol. 4
(Islamabad: Government of Pakistan, 1979), 13–25.
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reform’s modernization incentives, and fearing its greater tenurial protections,
the Makhdoom landlord also resumed over 100 acres from his Jat tenants,
placing it under “self-cultivation” (a euphemism for wage-labor-based
production). According to Master Sajid, Sibghatullah assisted these tenants in
their struggle to stay on the land as tenants, a struggle that at this stage, the comrade
pointed out, did not necessarily aim to overturn jagirdari. The Makhdoom
landlord not only refused to accept the tenants’ demands, but he evicted
Sibghatullah from his repair shop, which stood on land that fell within his estate.

Though this movement failed, it did, according to Master Sajid, shape
Sibghatullah’s later critique—articulated in the form of a mystical Marxism—
that jagirdari was inherently exploitative. It needed to be abolished, not
reformed. His leadership of this movement, news of which began circulating
throughout the region, also led him to the MKP, and specifically to the party’s
then Punjab provincial secretary Imtiaz Alam, who was looking to expand party
work to South Punjab.

maoism meets mysticism

I met Imtiaz Alam on several occasions in his office in Lahore, Pakistan’s second
largest city. Though born to an elite “feudal” family from South Punjab, Imtiaz
would go on to become a socialist student leader in the 1960s at Lahore’s Punjab
University, before becoming frustrated with the “petty-bourgeois” orientation
of student politics and joining what he saw as the more revolutionary, mass-
oriented MKP.62 When I asked Imtiaz about Sibghatullah, with whom he
developed a close friendship, he told me that when they first met, he was
surprised to see that the leader he had heard so much about looked like a
“simple” villager, dressed in a dhoti (cloth around lower half of the body). But
in these first few encounters, Imtiaz witnessed for himself how “sharp,
methodical and organized” Sibghatullah was, and quickly convinced him to
join the MKP. Sibghatullah, for his part, was more than happy to join the
party after realizing that wider and external support was needed to confront
landlords like the Makhdooms (image 1). Though Sibghatullah would in time
become the party’s Punjab vice-president, forming MKP units across South
Punjab,63 and becoming, in Imtiaz’s words, “the most outstanding peasant
leader in the region,” he kept his simple appearance and demeanor. Quite
different from many left leaders in Pakistan, this appearance and background
turned out to be advantageous for the party. “He kept his lifestyle,” Imtiaz
recalled, “which was good. It didn’t intimidate the peasantry.… And he was a
good example for our upper-middle class leaders and cadres.”

62 Iqbal Leghari, “The Socialist Movement in Pakistan: An Historical Survey, 1940–1974” (PhD
Thesis, Université Laval, 1979), 175.

63 Sibghatullah Mazari, “Personal Notebooks” (Sadiqabad, Pakistan, 1974), Sibghatullah Mazari
Papers. These papers are held by Sibghatullah’s son, QayumMazari, in the city of Sadiqabad, Pakistan.
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To his credit, Imtiaz at the time had also tried to shed any vestiges of his elite
background—wearing shabby clothes, keeping an unkempt beard, and
becoming what he called a “pauper revolutionary”—in order to “de-class”
himself. Common amongst Maoist parties elsewhere,64 “de-classing” was one
aspect of the MKP’s politics of the “mass line,” a politics inspired by Mao

IMAGE 1: Sibghatullah around the time he joined the MKP, ca. early 1970s. Courtesy of Qayum
Mazari.

64 E.g., Alpa Shah, Nightmarch: A Journey into India’s Naxal Heartlands (Noida: HarperCollins
Publishers India, 2018), 84–96.
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Tse-tung. Mao summed up the “mass line” as follows: “Take the ideas of the
masses (scattered and unsystematic ideas) and concentrate them (through study
turn them into concentrated and systematic ideas), then go to the masses and
propagate and explain these ideas until the masses embrace them as their own,
hold fast to them and translate them into action.…”65

Mass line politics meant that a communist party’s theory and program
should evolve through an engagement with “the masses.” The politics was
part of Mao’s wider philosophy of practice—a “dialectical materialist theory
of knowledge”66—whereby revolutionary theory should evolve through mutual
interaction with political practice amongst subaltern classes. Put in Fanon’s
words, this philosophy aimed to create a revolutionary party that was neither a
“mimic man who nods his assent to every word by the people” nor one that
“regiment[s] the masses according to a pre-determined schema.”67 Rather, the
party and its revolutionary theory should adjust to reflect the vernacular concerns
of the masses, at the same time as it should push the latter in a revolutionary and
universalist direction.68 It was this combined commitment to both the universal
and vernacular that facilitated Maoism’s global travels and solidarities during
that period.69

Like peasant-oriented revolutionary parties across the global South, the
MKP was heavily influenced by Maoist philosophy, especially as several party
leaders had once been aligned to the faction of the National Awami Party (NAP)
led by East Bengali peasant leader Maulana Abdul Hamid Khan Bhashani
(d. 1976), an admirer of Mao who traveled to China in 1963.70 At meetings
with peasants and workers across the country, MKP leaders like Afzal Bangash
(d. 1986) “emphasized the need for building a new Pakistan on the philosophy of

65 Mao Tse-tung, “Some Questions Concerning Methods of Leadership,” in Selected Works of
Mao Tse-tung, vol. 3 (Peking: Foreign Languages Press, 1965), 199.

66 Mao Tse-tung, “On Practice,” in Selected Works of Mao Tse-tung, vol. 1 (Peking: Foreign
Languages Press, n.d.), 297.

67 Frantz Fanon, The Wretched of the Earth, Richard Philcox, trans. (New York: Grove Press,
2004), 13, 68.

68 InMao’s own context, this philosophymeant integratingMarxismwith local Chinese culture in
a way that both would be mutually transformed. See Arif Dirlik, “The Predicament of Marxist
Revolutionary Consciousness: Mao Zedong, Antonio Gramsci, and the Reformulation of Marxist
Revolutionary Theory,” Modern China 9, 2 (1983): 182–211.

69 See Julia Lovell,Maoism: AGlobal History (London: BodleyHead, 2019); NoamanG.Ali and
Shozab Raza, “Worldly Marxism: Rethinking Revolution from Pakistan’s Peripheries,”
Comparative Studies of South Asia, Africa and the Middle East, forthcoming.

70 MKP founders like Major Ishaq Muhammad and Afzal Bangash had been members of NAP,
whose president was onceMaulana Bhashani. WhenNAP split in 1968 along Sino-Soviet lines, both
men initially allied with Bhashani’s faction, but eventually broke from it to form the MKP, in part
because of Bhashani’s perceived support for the pro-China regime of Ayub Khan. See Ishaq
Muhammad and Feroz Ahmed, “Interview Ishaq Muhammad,” Pakistan Forum 3, 1 (1972): 5–9.
On Bhashani’s report on his travels to China, see Maulana Abdul Hamid Khan Bhashani, “In Mao’s
Land,” Layli Uddin, trans. (unpublished translation, n.d.).
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Mao Tse-tung” (image 2).71 To implement this philosophy, one centered on “the
masses” (awam), the party first needed to immerse themselves in the masses,
which MKP leaders did not believe previous Pakistani communists had done.
Speaking about leaders of the banned Communist Party of Pakistan (who
frequently held their meetings in English), MKP president Major (retired) Ishaq
Muhammad (d. 1982) noted, “[The CPP leaders] were culturally alienated from
the soil… [they] had no love, no link with the people of the soil.”72

In addition to “de-classing,” the MKP’s national leaders aspired to build
that link through various practices. For one, they directly participated in ongoing
tenant movements during that period, even if their demands were not necessarily
revolutionary. For instance, shortly after Sibghatullah joined the party, Major
Ishaq visited tenants in his region who were demanding, not the abolition of
jagirdari entirely, but only a fairer, more transparent sharecropping arrangement
(hissa-batai) with their Baloch landlord Ashiq Mazari.73 Ishaq went so far as to
use his fame and legal background to free those tenants who, after refusing to
sharecrop until their demands were met, were imprisoned in Mazari’s private
jails: “The jagirdars and bureaucrats got quite scared about Major Ishaq’s
presence here,” Sibghatullah wrote at the time, “so they released the 30 men
from their private jails.”74

National leaders also built the missing link with the masses by conducting
several investigative (tahqiqati) reports on rural Pakistan,75 elevating local
languages over national languages like Urdu and English,76 and, important for
my purposes here, engaging with Islam. Leaders would frequently begin their
meetings by invoking Allah and would raise “Allah-o-Akbar” chants at rallies.
At one of those rallies in South Punjab, Major Ishaq even likened the peasant
struggle against landlords to Prophet Muhammad’s fight against his enemies:
“The people who scare us, who martyr us, they are all Abu Jahal and Abu Lahab
[the Prophet’s enemies].”77 During their village tours, MKP leaders would often
stay at village mosques, pray, and concertedly engage with local imams. While
other notable Pakistani leftists at the time subtly mocked the party’s engagement

71 Special Branch, Punjab, “Daily Situation Report: March 7th 1972,” Secret no. 59, Library of
the Special Branch Punjab.

72 Leghari, “Socialist Movement,” 73–74.
73 Tenants accused Mazari of secretly extracting more than his 3/5th share after they deposited

their crop in his warehouse, and of paying their shares late. After refusing to sharecrop until their
demands for fairer sharecropping were met, Mazari dispatched the Border Military Police, a
paramilitary organization headed by a close relative, to retrieve the cotton and arrest several
tenants. See Muhammad, “Pakistan Ke Tarik-Tarin”; Mazari, “Personal Notebooks.”

74 Mazari, “Personal Notebooks.”
75 E.g., Imtiaz Alam, “Report: Dusri Punjab Council,” Circular 62 (1975): 5–7.
76 Virinder S. Kalra andWaqasM.Butt, “‘InOneHand a Pen in the other aGun’: Punjabi Language

Radicalism in Punjab, Pakistan,” South Asian History and Culture 4, 4 (2013): 538–53.
77 “Aj Shahid Ke Zinda Honay Ka Din Hain,” Circular 70 (Feb. 1976): 21–24, 22.
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IMAGE 2: “Maoist Thought Is Alive and Well.” Page from the MKP’s internal party circular:
Circular 77 (Oct. 1976).
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with Islam,78 implying that it contravened how a proper (i.e., atheistic)
communist party should act, MKP leaders saw this as necessary to build a
mass-oriented movement.

Still, the MKP leadership’s interaction with Islam remained largely
strategic, limited to these sorts of overtures. Though they certainly did not
want to speak out against Islam, neither did they want to conduct a concerted
ideological struggle over the religion. At a central committee meeting for the
MKP’s Punjab branch, Major Ishaq “forcefully said that the [party] workers
should stop this bakwas (idle talk) on religion, and insisted that they should
promote the teaching of scientific socialism.”79 In other words, though leaders
certainly wanted to engage in ideological struggles, when it came to Islam, they
preferred to defer that to the material class struggle, hoping that the latter would
resolve for itself the question of Islam’s relationship to communism. As one
former MKPworker told me, “Major Ishaq would often say to us ‘our struggle is
not with Islam. It’s with the capitalists, the feudals, and the state.’”

Besides the MKP, the other major left-leaning (or, more accurately, left-
posturing) party engaging with Islam was the PPP, however its “Islamic
Socialism” was ridiculed for being neither Islamic nor socialist and only a
populist appropriation of both ideologies. At a series of press conferences in
South Punjab, Maulana Bhashani, for instance, noted that “during daytime,
Mr. Bhutto spoke on Islam but during nighttime, he enjoyed with wine and
women.” Bhashani later also questioned Bhutto’s commitment to socialism,
saying landlords like him should “distribute their lands among the tillers if
they really believed in socialism.”80 Writing about Pakistan’s socialist parties
of that period, including both the PPP and MKP, Iqbal Leghari concluded that
many of them, despite overtures to Islam, had failed to conduct a rigorous
ideological struggle over the religion. He maintained that this partly accounted
for their eventual defeat, as Islam was successfully used by their opponents to
delegitimize them.81

Yet Sibghatullah did participate in such a rigorous ideological struggle over
Islam, the necessity of which stemmed, not only from his own pre-existing
(though under-theorized) commitment to the religion, but from the specific
intensity of Islamically reasoned anti-socialism in his own village. After
organizing one of his first village-level MKP meetings, Sibghatullah noted

78 Tariq Ali, for instance, sarcastically noted at the time that the MKP was “a party which,
incidentally, begins its private and public meetings with recitations from the Koran and whose
manifesto is liberally spiced with quotations from the same tome!” “Pakistan and Bangladesh:
From Bad to Worse,” Inprecor, 3 Aug. 1974: 28–31, 31.

79 “Punjab Majlis Amala Ka Ijlas,” Circular 57 (1974): 3–4, 4.
80 Special Branch, Punjab, “The Fortnightly Police Abstract of Intelligence, Punjab: For the 1st

Half of October 1970” (Abstract of Intelligence, 29 Dec. 1970), 20352-425/GSB, Library of the
Special Branch Punjab.

81 Leghari, “Socialist Movement,” 229–30.
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that he “had to address many people’s concerns about the party, especially the
incorrect propaganda about socialism and Islam.”82 What made this anti-
socialist propaganda especially acute here was that it stemmed from three
sources. First, the Makhdoom landlords reasserted their spiritual claims to
bolster their landed authority, even insisting they could listen in to tenants’
private conversations as a way to stifle dissent.83 Second, the Baloch Mazari
chiefs and their supporters began “criticiz[ing] socialism… [and] prais[ing] [the
Mazari tumandar] for his love of Islam.”84And third, leaders of the Islamist
Jamaat-i-Islami party would frequently tour the district, occasionally alongside
their Mazari landlord allies,85 insisting that socialism “was opposed to the
teaching of the Quran and the Sunnah” and that “workers should be on guard
against [any] sort of misleading propaganda made by the socialists.”86 The party
even established peasant boards across the region as fronts “to get the sympathies
of the peasants.”87

Given the intensity of this propaganda, Sibghatullah had to ideologically
engage with Islam at a deeper level than was felt necessary by MKP and PPP
leaders, especially if his localized class struggle was to gain momentum. Though
his engagement departed from the strategic approach of both theMKP and PPP, it
was nevertheless the MKP itself, especially its Maoist theory and practice, that
opened the door for this. As Sibghatullah’s comrade Malik Akbar recalled:
“The party conducted study circles and party schools. We read Marx, Engels,
Lenin and Mao—especially his red book. Every worker had this book.…When
[Sibghatullah] understood Maoist philosophy, he looked around and was
no longer an ordinary Muslim. He became a Sufi and a Truth-seeker
(Haqiqat-pasand).” By “look[ing] around,” the comrade was likely referring
to the influence of the MKP’s Maoist, mass-oriented political practice on
Sibghatullah. As part of this practice, the party regularly organized village
tours across the district, tours through which, per Imtiaz Alam, Sibghatullah
became more intimately acquainted with followers of Ubaidullah Sindhi.
On one tour, for instance, Sibghatullah recalled with surprise an encounter
with a Deobandi maulvi who, aside from “teaching children how to memorize
the Quran,” was also a “politically aware person” and “help[ing] people,” and,
for which reason, the “jagirdar was trying to evict him.”88

82 Mazari, “Personal Notebooks.”
83 Fayyaz Baqir, “The Inimitable Sufi Sibghatullah,” Wichaar (blog), http://www.wichaar.com/

news/315/ARTICLE/32550/2017-03-10.html (last accessed 18 Dec. 2020).
84 Special Branch Punjab, “Daily SituationReport: December 16th 1970,”Secret no. 157, Library

of the Special Branch Punjab.
85 Mazari chief SherbazMazari, for instance, was a close ally of the Jamaat-i-Islami. See Sherbaz

Khan Mazari, A Journey to Disillusionment (Karachi: Oxford University Press, 1999), 256–57.
86 Special Branch, West Pakistan, “Daily Situation Report: October 5th/6th 1969,” 29 Oct. 1969,

Secret no. 257, Library of the Special Branch Punjab.
87 Special BranchWest Pakistan, “Daily SituationReport: June 18th 1969,” Secret no. 126, Library

of the Special Branch Punjab.
88 Sibghatullah Mazari, “Zulm Ki Tarik Wadio Main Safar,” Circular 41 (Apr. 1973): 4.
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Sibghatullah’s introduction to Maoist theory and practice thus led him to
comparatively reflect on and engage with various Islams in the region. This
engagement drew him to Sufism, whose universalist possibilities—which
he first discovered in Karachi through the Sindh Hari Committee and then
later through adherents of Ubaidullah Sindhi—facilitated its articulation with
Marxism, which Sibghatullah also saw in universalist terms. Indeed, though
guided byMaoism’s vernacular orientation, he was still attuned to its universalist
spirit. We see his appreciation of this universal-vernacular when, for instance, he
once told an MKP meeting that his movement “would hoist the red flag with the
blood of jagirdars [vernacular landlords] on first May [International Workers’
Day].”89 Though it was Maoism’s vernacular orientation that led Sibghatullah
towards Sufism, it was this shared universalist element that then allowed him
to equate the two: an equivalence he centered on Truth. “Like Marxists,”Malik
Akbar continued, “a Sufi also seeks out Truth.” And contained within this
aspiration for Truth, he elaborated, was “a love for all humanity, on feeling
their pain,” since humanitywas one reflection of this Truth. Though Sibghatullah
did not provide a full written exposition of this equivalence—his mystical
Marxism—his brief writings, especially when viewed in combination with his
practice, can shed more light on it. I turn to these next.

the prose of mystical marxism

Though Sibghatullah was not a prolific writer, he did keep a diary for a few years
after he joined the MKP, mostly to record meeting details.90 A few entries,
however, point to his mystical Marxism, as well as those diverse influences
that led him to this theorization.

One entry that specifically evokes Sibghatullah’s politics of Truth-seeking
is the draft script of a play, which centers on the efforts of a fictional landlord to
clear a jungle for cultivation. The landlord entices poor pastoralists to clear
the land by offering them both a monetary reward and a share of the harvest
once cultivation starts, claiming that, as their pir, he cares about them and their
progeny. While villagers praise the landlord’s generosity, one character in the
play, simply called “the revolutionary,” insists that the landlord is actually
deceiving them. “There is a Quran in [the landlord’s] hand,” he says, “but a
knife hidden under his arm,” adding “the landlord’s kindness resembles the
kindness we show to our goats. We feed them a lot.… But why?” To which
the villagers collectively reply: “To eat its meat.” The revolutionary goes on to
say that the actual intention behind both the villagers’ generosity to their goats
and the landlord’s kindness to them is the same: to eventually “cut their throats

89 Special Branch Punjab, “Daily Situation Report: March 9th 1976,” Secret no. 59, Library of the
Special Branch Punjab.

90 Mazari, “Personal Notebooks.”
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with a knife.” That is, the revolutionary is trying to get the villagers to see what
is truly behind the landlord’s Islam and his apparent benevolence: landlord
exploitation with Islam as a ruse, whose final consequence will be the death of
all villagers. Through the play, Sibghatullah was implicitly advancing the claim
that revolutionary politics centered on the restoration of Truth and, relatedly,
the protection of humanity (metonymically represented in the play through
the villagers). By the play’s conclusion, the revolutionary’s claims about the
landlord’s real intentions are borne out, as the latter refuses to keep his promise
once the land is cleared, expelling the farmers and replacing them with tractors
and a few hired hands. The play concludes with villagers, now aware of the
landlord’s deception, joining the revolutionary and launching a land-to-the-tiller
movement.

Apart from evoking a mystical commitment to Truth, the play also points to
the influence of (Sufi-inflected) revolutionary Deobandism on Sibghatullah. In a
dispute with the landlord’s goons, villagers justify their land claims in Islamic
terms, claiming that “for Muslims, tenancy is actually makruh [an Islamically
disliked act] or possibly haram [forbidden].” Right next to the play’s script is a
draft of an essay, in which Sibghatullah clarifies the villagers’ reasoning and
elaborates his own views on the relationship between Islam and land, citing
those very (Sufi-inflected) revolutionary Deobandis he encountered through the
MKP’s village tours.

Hemakes twomain though somewhat contradictory arguments in the essay.
In one set of arguments, Sibghatullah maintains that direct cultivators have a
God-given right to own the land. “According to a hadith [saying of the Prophet],”
he writes, “Prophet Muhammad once said, ‘that whoever gives life to dead land,
that land is theirs,’” for which reason, he continues, “tenancy [is] illegitimate”
(i.e., as it implies a division of ownership from labor). He substantiates this claim
by citing conversations he had with “people’s (awami) imams from the Hanafi
school,”91 a reference to revolutionary Deobandis, who told him “that getting
rent by giving land to someone else to cultivate is makruh.” In Sibghatullah’s
view, the state also has a right to resume and redistribute uncultivated land.
“Anyonewho fences in land,” hewrites, “can lose it after three years if they don’t
cultivate it”: a claim he supports by referring to the example of the second caliph,
Umar ibn al-Khattab, who appropriated and redistributed the land of a Prophet’s
companion who had left it uncultivated for three years.

By mobilizing Hanafi law to defend the land rights of direct cultivators, the
arguments of Sibghatullah and his Deobandi comrades paralleled those of earlier
Muslim-led land-to-the-tiller movements, like the nineteenth-century Faraizi
movement in East Bengal. But these sorts of claims actually had no basis in

91 Deobandis typically ascribe to the Hanafi school of Islamic jurisprudence, named after its main
architect, Abu Hanifa (d. 767).
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classical Hanafi jurisprudence: when certain strands of Hanafi jurisprudence gave
a defense of property rights, Hanafi scholars typically had in mind rights of the
gentry, not tenants.92 Hanafi scholar Ashraf Ali Thanawi (d. 1943), for instance,
gave fatwas insisting that tillers had no proprietary claims to the land, and that
landlords had every right to collect rent and other dues.93 Like the earlier Faraizi
movement, Sibghatullah and his Deobandi comrades were subverting Hanafi
orthodoxy so as to favor the property rights of tillers over gentries (image 3).

IMAGE 3: “The one who tills shall be the one who eats”: a popular land-to-the-tiller slogan in the
1970s, one also used by the MKP. From Circular 50 (n.d.). This slogan apparently has its origins in
themantra of the seventeenth-century Sindhi and Sufi revolutionary, Shah Inayatullah: “The onewho
plows has the sole right to the yield.” See Nosheen Khaskhelly, Mashooq Ali Khowaja, and Asghar
Raza Burfat, “Peasant Movement in Sindh: A Case Study of the Struggle of Shah Inayatullah,”
Grassroots 49, 2 (2015): 44–51.

92 Andrew Sartori, “Property and Political Norms: Hanafi Juristic Discourse in Agrarian Bengal,”
Modern Intellectual History 17, 2 (2020): 471–85, 483.

93 Zaman, Modern Islamic Thought, 241.
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Toward the end of the essay, Sibghatullah makes a second argument that
further challenges the whole idea of (landed) private property: “In a pamphlet
titled ‘The nationalization of land and Islam,’94 I have debated this topic
logically and also cited fatwas from Indian ulemas [another reference to
revolutionary Deobandis]—and it can be concluded that most of Pakistan’s
land belongs to the public treasury. Landlords are not the lands’ owners. The
Pakistani government is.”95 Though it remains unclear from Sibghatullah’s
own text as to why he shifts his argument, the contradiction also existed in
the revolutionary Deobandis that Sibghatullah was inspired by. Followers
of Ubaidullah Sindhi would, on the one hand, uphold the landed property
claims of tillers while, on the other, demand the abolition of property entirely
through nationalization. The constitution of the Mahabharat Sarwrajiya Party
(All Indian People’s Republican Party), a party founded by Sindhi in 1924 and
a major influence on his followers’ thought, hints at this ambivalence: while
it permitted restricted smallholding property, limiting nationalization to only “big
landholdings,” it also declared that “under our government, the capitalist system
may have no possibility of revival.”96 Perhaps Sindhi realized that even restricted
smallholding could lead to the restoration of capitalism, for, according to his close
companion, he later “advocated the abolition of private property….”97

Another Sufi-inspired Deobandi, Maulana Bhashani, shared this
ambivalence. Given that Bhashani was a major influence on MKP leaders,
toured South Punjab, and forwarded similar arguments on land rights, it may
not be far-fetched to suppose that he, too, shaped Sibghatullah’s theorizing. Like
both Sibghatullah and Sindhi, Bhashani argued for land-to-the-tiller but later
challenged the basic notion of private property, demanding that the government
“nationalize all sources of income in the name of Rabbuʼl-ʻAlamin [Lord of the
Universe].”98 Both Sindhi and Bhashani’s ambivalence was akin to a policy
dilemma that preoccupied the early Soviet Union and Mao’s China: whether to
defend peasant smallholdings or pursue collectivization.99 In fact, given that
Bhashani and Sindhi visited China and the Soviet Union, respectively, their
paradoxes, though couched in Islamic idioms, may have originated from
these countries’ policy dilemmas—dilemmas that came to be expressed in
Sibghatullah’s own prose.

94 I have been unable to locate this pamphlet.
95 Mazari, “Personal Notebooks.”
96 Anjum, “Voice from the Margins,” 166–68.
97 ShaikhMuhammadHajan, “The Political Thought ofMaulanaUbaidullah Sind,” inWaheed uz

Zaman, ed., The Quest for Identity, vol. 3 (Islamabad: University of Islamabad Press, 1974), 121.
98 Special BranchWest Pakistan, “The Fortnightly Police Abstract of Intelligence,West Pakistan:

For the 2nd Half of March 1970” (Abstract of Intelligence, 22 Apr. 1970), 6429–6550/GSB, Library
of the Special Branch Punjab.

99 See, for instance: Henry Bernstein, “The ‘Peasant Problem’ in the Russian Revolution(s),
1905–1929,” Journal of Peasant Studies 45, 5–6 (2018): 1127–50; Peter Nolan, “Collectivization in
China: Some Comparisons with the USSR,” Journal of Peasant Studies 3, 2 (1976): 192–220.
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Taken together, his prose not only reflects these diverse influences—
especially the local, insurgent Islams he interacted with through the party—his
writings also gesture toward his effort to reconcile them on the terrain of Truth.
As the play alluded to, jagirdari obscured the Truth, presenting itself as if it
benefited the villagers when in truth it would destroy them. This destruction was
itself another violation of Truth, because the villagers (a metonym for humanity)
were themselves a reflection of Truth. For Sibghatullah, to overturn jagirdari—
either, as his essay suggests, through returning land to the tiller or abolishing
landed property entirely—was to end this obscuration and instantiate in its place
a set of relations that affirmed Truth (and relatedly, humanity). As his comrade
Malik Akbar put it, “The Sufism of [Sibghatullah], which was about Truth and
the love of humanity, found its expression in the class struggle.”

the practice of mystical marxism

More so than in his prose, it is in Sibghatullah’s political practice that we find an
elaboration of his mystical Marxism. As Malik Akbar told me, “[Sibghatullah]
was a practical man. He believed you needed to take knowledge forward, in
practice—not just sit back, with your cigarettes and tea, and intellectualize.” As
wewill see, his practice of mysticalMarxism had the effect of both widening and
deepening the peasant movement.

According to Imtiaz Alam, one key site for Sibghatullah’s political practice
was his mechanic repair shop, where he was the master/teacher (ustad) to
many student-apprentices (shagirds). Sibghatullah expanded the pedagogical
possibilities of the conventional master-apprentice relation, using the respect he
commanded to instruct his apprentices in both craftsmanship and politics. As
part of this political training, Sibghatullah asked his apprentices to compose
“revolutionary essays” and “revolutionary poems,”which they then recited at the
local MKP meetings.100 Sibghatullah also asked his apprentices to preface their
performances with the tawhid, the declaration of God’s unity, and to interlace
their prose with verses from the Quran—practices through which Sibghatullah
taught his apprentices that revolutionary politics also entailed a search for Truth.
The attention Sibghatullah paid to these apprentices and their political training is
evident in his diaries, where he meticulously notes who and how many showed
up at the local MKP meetings.

Not only was the master-apprentice relation a medium through which
to communicate his mystical Marxism, it was also itself an expression of
it. For in expanding the pedagogical and political possibilities of this relation,
Sibghatullah made it resemble the pir-murid relationship of Sufi orders. Called

100 Mazari, “Personal Notebooks.” Sibghatullah even notes the presence of Marxist literary critic
Aijaz Ahmad at one of these meetings. Ahmad was associated with the MKP for a brief period, and
even considered settling in South Punjab as a full-time activist.
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tariqah (literally: path), Sufi orders consist of pirs who guide their disciples
(murids, literally “one who seeks”) on a path towards the Truth that is God. A
common practice to facilitate this is zikr, the repetitive chanting of God’s names,
done under the leadership of the pirs. Like pirs in Sufi orders, Sibghatullah
strived for his apprentices to appreciate Truth—except with a difference.
Revolutionary prose replaced the zikr, and an appreciation of Truth also
entailed a commitment to abolish jagirdari. In injecting revolutionary content
into traditional Sufi practices, Sibghatullah may have been inspired by the (Sufi-
inflected) Deobandism of Maulana Bhashani and the “reformed mysticism” of
G. M. Syed, who he had encountered, as discussed earlier, during his stay in
Karachi. Syed’s protege Ibrahim Joyo, for instance, frequently organized student
trips to Sindh’s local shrines, especially during the urs festivals, and elevated the
historical holy men, to whom these festivals were dedicated, to the status of
revolutionaries.101 However, while Joyo rejected Sufi brotherhoods entirely—
believing the pir-murid relation to be inherently marred by inequality and
patronage—Sibghatullah repurposed this relation, much like Bhashani did.
The latter required his disciples to affirm a belief in socialism (alongside God
and the Prophet) as part of his bay’ah (oath of allegiance).102 Perhaps both
Sibghatullah and Bhashani recognized that the intimacy and sociality their
relation to disciples afforded could advance revolutionary pedagogy.103

Alongside learning about mystical Marxism, Sibghatullah’s disciples were
also encouraged to return to their villages to instruct and organize others, leading
to the widening of the peasant movement. Ata Muhammad Khalti (d. 2005),
a peasant who joined the MKP in 1975 “under the leadership of Sufi
Sibghatullah,” once described his training by a disciple of Sibghatullah’s: “He
trained me politically. He was my guide. He was a very faithful person. Very
truthful. Being close to him, I learnt a lot, which is why today I’ve read and
written a lot and become a political activist. Many people—through chatting
with him in the evening, through his friendship—got political awareness. If I
hadn’t met him, then today I probablywouldn’t bewho I am.”104As a consequence
of the pedagogy of Sibghatullah and his disciples, whose transformative impact
is evident in Khalti’s writing, peasants would go on to establish over forty
“peasant committees,” one in each of their respective villages.105

101 Verkaaik, “Reforming Mysticism,” 81–82.
102 Layli Uddin, “Mao-Lana Bhashani: Maoism and the Unmaking of Pakistan,” Jamhoor, 2018,

https://www.jamhoor.org/read/2018/5/25/mao-lana-bhashani-maoism-and-the-unmaking-of-pakistan
(last accessed 8 Dec. 2021).

103 See also Alpa Shah, “The Intimacy of Insurgency: Beyond Coercion, Greed or Grievance in
Maoist India,” Economy and Society 42, 3 (2013): 480–506.

104 Ata Muhammad Khalti, “Personal Diaries” (Soon Miani, Pakistan, n.d.), Ata Muhammad
Khalti Papers. These papers are held by Ata Muhammad Khalti’s son in Soon Miani, Rajanpur. I
thank him for sharing a selection of his father’s diary entries.

105 Ibid.
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In addition to recruiting students and their peasant families, Sibghatullah
expanded the movement by enrolling many maulvis. Though the MKP had
engaged with this group as well, and indeed it was through the party that
Sibghatullah became more acquainted with them, nonetheless Sibghatullah’s
own later interventions were crucial to their recruitment. This was because of his
“mystical Marxist” framing of theMKP, which made the party more attractive to
maulvis, including followers of Ubaidullah Sindhi and even those of the Islamist
Jamaat-i-Islami party, which, contrary to popular opinion, also had roots in
Sufism.106 Sibghatullah even convinced some maulvis to see the party’s work
as more spiritually rewarding than conventional religious practices. During an
MKP district tour, for instance, he conversed with a local maulvi, who, “after
hearing about [the party program],” replied “alhamdo liʼllah [praise be to God]
your party’s work is good—and the sawab [divine blessing] you will get from
this is more than namaz [obligatory prayers].”107 Like his students, Sibghatullah
would invite these maulvis to local MKP meetings, meticulously taking note
of their numbers and names in his diaries.108 Eventually, the party was able to
organize annual “mullah congregations.” As Imtiaz Alam recalled: “After the
party connected with Sibghatullah, we would also hold annual Eid Milad
un-Nabi celebrations with mullahs coming into congregation, joining hands
against feudalism. They delivered fatwas against feudalism, quoting the Quran
and hadith. These were peasant mullahs, often from the Ubaidullah Sindhi
tradition, and over a thousand would come.”

Sibghatullah supported these peasant mullahs as they built their own
mosques independent from those patronized by the Makhdooms, and at which,
a childhood friend recalled, Sibghatullahwould also deliver anti-landlord sermons
(khutbas). The Makhdoom landlord Ghulam Miran Shah tore down five of these
mosques precisely because of their insurrectionary character, an incident that
provoked peasants to proclaim: “The jagirdar’s injustice has extended from the
peasants’ home to the house of God, but those days aren’t far off when, with the
power of God, peasants will destroy the jagirdar’s home.”109

Alongside the widening of the movement to include apprentices, their
families, and the peasant mullahs, was a deepening of it. As the dispute
over the mosques suggests, Sibghatullah’s theory and practice of mystical
Marxism had begun to undermine hegemonic Islam, especially claims about
its incompatibility with socialism/communism. Other incidents illustrate this
further. In 1976, as the peasant movement was in full swing, the Makhdoom
landlord had a grandson whom he wanted to name Sibghatullah (whose literal
translation is “color of God”), and he tried to get Sibghatullah to change his

106 Zaman, Islam in Pakistan, 214–15.
107 Mazari, “Zulm Ki Tarik.”
108 Mazari, “Personal Notebooks.”
109 “Kisano Ka Ghar DhaneWale Khuda Ka Ghar Bhi Mismar Kar Rai Hain,” Circular 44 (Aug.

1973): 8.
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name. This conflict over who was entitled to use this name was, in essence, a
dispute over competing visions of Islam, with many peasants in the end siding
with Sibghatullah, insisting that “in our Sufi, ‘the color of God’ is pure.”110

This breach between the Sufi Islam of the Makhdooms and the mystical
Marxism of Sibghatullah widened still further when theMakhdooms enlisted the
support of Sindh’s Pir Pagaro, otherwise a widely admired Sufi pir in the region,
in their attempt to suppress the peasant movement. According to Imtiaz Alam,
the Pir Pagaro, with whom the Makhdoom had ties through marriage,111 sent
some four hundred of his armed disciples, the Hurs, to suppress the peasant
insurrection.112 Not only did Sibghatullah and his supporters successfully fight
off the attack, but in the process, peasants gained further proof of the exploitative
and indeed violent nature of elite-peddled Sufism.

A result of the widening and deepening of the peasant movement was
a radicalization of its demands. Whereas before peasants had demanded an
end to their expulsions, security of tenure, and fairer, more transparent
sharecropping, by the mid-1970s they occupied land and refused to sharecrop
at all. “The struggle in [Sibghatullah’s village],” Imtiaz Alam wrote at the time,
“is one of the most advanced struggles [in Punjab], where peasants have
completely stopped sharecropping and also everything else—and have made
the peasant committees strong.”113 Undergirding these tenant refusals and their
creation of alternative peasant institutions was a growing belief amongst them
that jagirdari was essentially exploitative, and that it could not be reformed
and had to be abolished. What furthered the popularity of this belief was
the alignment between the landlords’ practices and Sibghatullah’s claims
about them. That is, as tenants witnessed landlords reject even their modest,
reformist demands and coercively suppress their movement—even deploying
notable Sufi institutions like the Pir Pagaro to do so—they became increasingly
convinced of Sibghatullah’s “mystical Marxist” claim that jagirdari was, in
essence, exploitative. As Malik Akbar put it, “Tenants came to realize the
prevailing system—the fact that some have land and with it, rule over others
who don’t—was what the landlords had created, not God, andwas in fact against
God’s decision.” With that realization, Malik Akbar continued, “The tenant
movement entered another stage, where they now thought it was possible to
overturn jagirdari.” Rather than a more reformed, less exploitative jagirdari,
tenants now demanded its abolition: “The region’s peasants have now stood up
against jagirdari,” Sibghatullah reported at the time, “and are uniting under the
leadership of the MKP” (image 4).114

110 MuhammadMian, “PunjabKeBeteBetian JagGa’eHain,”Circular 79 (Dec. 1976): 27–28, 27.
111 Ghulam Miran Shah’s daughter was married to the Pir Pagaro, while his son married the Pir

Pagaro’s sister.
112 See also Baqir, “Inimitable Sufi Sibghatullah.”
113 Alam, “Report,” 6.
114 Sibghatullah Mazari, “Kisano ke Shab-o-Roz,” Circular 76 (1976): 23.
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tribe trouble

This radical turn in the movement led to an even more severe crackdown. After
tenants refused to sharecrop, both Baloch and Makhdoom landlords besieged
the villages, forcibly retrieved the crop, and evicted some tenant families and
replaced themwith hired labor.Many families were injured,115 and some peasant
leaders were murdered (image 5).116 When, in 1977, General Zia ul-Haq
(d. 1988) toppled Bhutto’s regime in a military coup, the offensive against
progressive movements only accelerated. State repression, alongside selective
concessions to peasants117 and internal divisions within the MKP’s leadership

IMAGE 4: Sibghatullah toward the endofhisMKPdays, ca. the late1970s.Courtesy ofQayumMazari.

115 Ibid.
116 “Qadir Baksh Shahid,” Circular 75 (July 1976): 24; “Ye Lahu Surkhi Hai Azadi Ke Afsanay

Ki,” Circular 63 (July 1975): 2.
117 Thiswasmore prevalent in theHashtnagar region ofwhat is nowKhyber Pakhtunkhwa,where

the MKP was significantly stronger. Ali, “Agrarian Class Struggle.”
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over revolutionary strategy,118 led to the party’s fragmentation and then collapse.
Though Sibghatullah was able to continue his political activities for a few years,
and was even elected village chairman (nazim), defeating the Mazari landlord’s
candidate for the first time, he too was eventually targeted by the military regime
and forced to flee to Karachi.

When the military regime had collapsed and he returned, Sibghatullah
reinitiated his political activities. In 1991 he formed the Anjuman Banu
Mazari (the Banu Mazari Association), which incorporated his combination of
Mao-inflected Marxism and Sufism—his mystical Marxism—in several ways.

For one, the organization’s ostensibly “tribal” form—it was named after
Sibghatullah’s clan (Banu Mazari) and aimed to “organize and unite [it]”119—
expressed his continuing sensitivity to the vernacular. During the 1980s, the
language of class had become less salient as an identity for mobilization, and
many progressives in South Punjab, as elsewhere in the country, had increasingly
turned to ethnicity.120 Apart from General Zia’s country-wide repression of

IMAGE 5: Obituary for Qadir Baksh, Sibghatullah’s comrade who was killed by a Makhdoom
landlord. Source: Circular, 75 (July 1976): 24.

118 For a summary of this split, see Noaman G. Ali, “The Hashtnagar Peasant Movement:
Agrarian Class Struggle, Hegemony and State Formation in Northwestern Pakistan, 1947–1986”
(PhD thesis, University of Toronto, 2019), 252–56.

119 Sibghatullah Mazari, “Nasb Al’ain Anjuman Banu Mazari” (Sadiqabad, Pakistan, 1991),
Sibghatullah Mazari Papers.

120 For South Punjab, see Nukhbah Taj Langah, Poetry as Resistance: Islam and Ethnicity in
Postcolonial Pakistan (London: Routledge, 2012). For Pakistan generally, see Feroz Ahmed,
Ethnicity and Politics in Pakistan (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1998).
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the left, what contributed to this turn in South Punjab specifically was agrarian
transformations on the landed estates. Given the immense size of their
landholdings,121 Makhdoom and Baloch landlords, unlike landlords elsewhere,
were less able to evict their tenants in response to Bhutto’s land reforms and
the 1970s tenant movement, and instead resorted to a combination of capital-
intensive tenant and wage-labor based agriculture.122 But by the early 1990s,
they, like landlords across South Punjab and elsewhere,123 began to introduce
what was essentially a system of contract farming (mutaydari or mustajiri). Not
only were contracts (mutas or mustajiri) annually renewed, but farmers—now
called “contractors” (mutaydars/mustajireen) rather than “tenants” (muzayray)
—lost any protections they had enjoyed under the Punjab Tenancy Act of 1887.
The precarity of tenure, combined with the collapse of the tenant category itself,
meant that adopting the methods and class categories of the 1970s would be to
ignore these local changes and thus be a strategic mistake. By turning to tribe,
Sibghatullah aimed to make class struggle more locally legible or vernacularly
sensitive. “He gave tribal politics a revolutionary direction,” Malik Akbar told
me. “The language may have shifted, but at heart he was still a communist. By
making this organization, Sibghatullah was still challenging tribal chiefs.”

Apart from the vernacular orientation, it was this commitment to
challenging landed chiefs, and do so by creating a united front, that bore the
imprint of Sibghatullah’s mystical Marxism. “There are people outside the Banu
Mazari who are intelligent and progressive,” he wrote in the organization’s
manifesto, and “[we] will try to form a united front (muttahida mahaz) with
[them], on an equal footing.”124 Sibghatullah’s call for intra- and inter-tribal
unity, forged on the basis of equality, evoked both his Sufi commitment to
universal humanity and the Leninist-Maoist practice of United Frontism. The
mechanisms through which he aimed to create and maintain this unity also
suggested this combined inheritance. First, the front would remain “apolitical,
areligious,”125 by which he meant that it would not discriminate on the basis of
party or religious affiliation but be mass-oriented: an orientation that evoked

121 By the 1950s, the Mazari tumandar’s (head chief) family held around 330,000 acres. Mazari,
Journey to Disillusionment, 18. Petty-chief Ashiq Mazari, according to his son, had 55,000 acres.
Successive land reforms would diminish these holdings, thoughmany landlords evaded the reforms.
Ashiq Mazari, for instance, reportedly evaded state resumption of land under Bhutto’s reforms by
transferring some of it to fake companies. See Mubashir Hassan, “Dera Ghazi Khan Ke Karkun Aur
Awami Jidd-o-Jahd,” in Pakistan Ke Jali Hukumran Tabqay (Lahore: Classic Books, 1976), 107.

122 As one investigative report on South Punjab noted, compared to tenants, “the proportion of
other classes—landless agri-laborers and various artisanal classes—is very low.” “Somiani Ki
Tahqiqati Report,” Circular 94 (Jan. 1979): 24.

123 During this period, contract farming became increasingly prevalent across the global South.
See Peter D. Little and Michael J. Watts, eds., Living under Contract: Contract Farming and
Agrarian Transformation in Sub-Saharan Africa (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1994).

124 Mazari, “Nasb Al’ain,” 3.
125 Ibid., 4.
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both theMKP’s politics of themasses, aswell as Sufism’s emphasis on humanity.
Second, the front would only politically act on the basis of facts, not hearsay,
conducting “census[es]”126 for this purpose, a stance that reflected both the
MKP’s Maoist commitment to a politics driven by “social and economic
investigation”127 and Sufism’s aspiration for Truth. Lastly, it would also abide
by internal operating procedures that promoted intra- and inter-tribal unity.
“There will be complete democracy in the organization,” and “no ban on
criticism and self-criticism,” but, once a democratic decision is made, “every
member will be bound to [it].”128 These procedures paralleled the MKP’s
practices, especially the emphasis on criticism/self-criticism, the “hallmark
distinguishing [a Maoist] Party from all other parties,”129 under a democratic
centralism. However, their intention to uphold cross-tribal unity also reflected
a Sufi commitment to humanity.

By creating and upholding this united front, Sibghatullah sought to
undermine the very tribal and clan-based distinctions upon which chiefly landed
authority rested. As his childhood friend Master Sajid recalled, “Sibghatullah’s
goal was to make the peasants one tribe, the landlords another.”

In the organization’s first political campaign, we see the further
elaboration of this tribe-centered confrontation with landlords and, more
broadly, Sibghatullah’s mystical Marxism. The campaign confronted patriarchal
control and gendered oppression, which Sibghatullah believed co-constituted
landlord power, thus subordinating men and women alike and violating
humanity. Land and women (zameen and zan) were central to most tribal
disputes in South Punjab because, as in other parts of the Muslim world,130

these were considered constitutive of a tribe’s integrity and honor and could be
subject to violations by others. Women’s sexuality was one site of potential
transgression, whereby any accusation of extra-marital sex led to women being
labelled kali (dishonored) and punished through murder (as happened to
Sibghatullah’s first wife), being sold into slavery or being exchanged (wata-
sata), all in accordance with the kali qanun (“honor” codes). The kali qanun
was adjudicated through a jirga (council), headed by a chiefly landlord, who
legitimized the application of these codes in Islamic terms. To confront these
codes, as Sibghatullah openly did, was in effect to challenge not only elitist
Islam, landed power, and tribal authority, but also gender distinctions. The
campaign developed Sibghatullah’s mystical Marxism, in that, much like the

126 Ibid., 2.
127 Mao Tse-tung, “Oppose Book Worship,” Selected Works of Mao Tse-tung, vol. 6,

(Secunderabad: Kranti Publications, 1990), 28–36.
128 Mazari, “Nasb Al’ain,” 2.
129 Mao Tse-tung, “On Coalition Government,” in Selected Works of Mao Tse-tung, vol. 3

(Peking: Foreign Languages Press, 1965), 316–17.
130 David B. Edwards, Caravan of Martyrs: Sacrifice and Suicide Bombing in Afghanistan

(Oakland: University of California Press, 2017), 142–43.
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thirteenth-century Sufi mystic Ibn al-Arabi,131 his commitment to humanity led
him to argue for fundamental equality between all human beings, regardless of
gender.

Alongside humanity, Sibghatullah’s critique of the kali qanun was also
driven by a commitment to Truth, which meant confronting its use anywhere,
including among his fellow peasants. He condemned how, “under the cover
of the kali qanun,” men committed all sorts of violence against women: from
murdering disliked wives in order to marry another to punishing disobedient
daughters.132 He condemned the fact that women did not even “have a right to
provide an explanation or have an investigation conducted,” a commitment to
investigation that reveals the imprint of both theMKP and his ownTruth-seeking
mysticism. He went on to say that these practices, despite what their supporters
say, had no place in Islam, but belonged instead to the “zamana-e-jahiliat” (“the
age of ignorance,” a reference to pre-Islamic Arabia).133 In opposing these
honor codes, and thereby challenging both landed authority and patriarchy,
Sibghatullah ultimately aimed to restore Truth.

Because of how it upset landed power, tribal identities, and gender relations,
confronting the kali qanun was a risky endeavor, one that Sibghatullah paid for
with his life. In the mid-1990s, his organization defended a BanuMazari woman
accused of being kali by her father-in-law (who was also Sibghatullah’s
relative).134 After investigating the accusation and discovering no evidence for
it, they helped the woman hide. As a result, Sibghatullah faced pressure from his
relative, who wanted the woman back in order to murder her, but also from
the petty chief of the Banu Mazari clan, Azeem Khan. One morning in 2000, as
Sibghatullah was shepherding his goats near his house, a man axed him to death.
He was only fifty-six. In the village, it was widely believed that Azeem Khan
and certain members of the Mazari chief’s family were behind the murder.
What appears to have angered them was the fact that Sibghatullah’s campaign,
in confronting the kali qanun and patriarchal control—and doing so in the very
Islamic register they themselves used to uphold these codes—seriously challenged
their tribal and landed authority (image 6).

conclusion

In his founding statement on subaltern studies, historian Ranajit Guha argued
that India’s political elites, including implicitly its communist parties, had failed
to become hegemonic, to establish consent for their authority, resulting in what

131 Sa’diyya Shaikh, Sufi Narratives of Intimacy: Ibn Arabi, Gender, and Sexuality (Chapel Hill:
University of North Carolina Press, 2012).

132 Sibghatullah Mazari, “Tuman Mazari Main Khawatin Par Zulm Ki Intiha” (Sadiqabad,
Pakistan, 1991), Sibghatullah Mazari Papers.

133 Ibid.
134 Details of these events were provided by Sibghatullah’s sons.
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he would later call their “dominance without hegemony.”135 He attributed
communism’s inability to establish hegemony amongst the peasant masses, in
part, to their attitude toward religion. For it was Indian communism’s dismissal

IMAGE 6: Sibghatullah’s tombstone in Bangla Icha. Alluding to his multiple influences, the epitaph
describes him as a “Sufi,” a “peasant leader,” and a “fighter of socialist struggle.” Author’s photo.

135 Ranajit Guha, “On Some Aspects of the Historiography of Colonial India,” in Vinayak
Chaturvedi, ed, Mapping Subaltern Studies and the Postcolonial (London: Verso, 2000), 1–7;
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of peasant religious beliefs, an inability to acknowledge their disruptive
potential,136 that partly accounted for their “historic failure”137 to lead the
peasant masses. Communist parties continue to dismiss the emancipatory
possibilities of religion, in India as well as in Pakistan.138

The relationship of the MKP to peasant subalterns like Sibghatullah,
however, reveals an alternative relationship between communism and the
peasantry, one where the former was less dismissive of the religious beliefs of
the latter. Unlike many communists in the region, MKP leaders, in part because
of their distinct Maoist appreciation for the vernacular, did see the radical
possibilities of religion. And even though their relationship to Islam remained
within strategic registers, their openness to it encouraged subaltern peasants like
Sibghatullah to theorize their own relationship to Islam and communism. Rather
than ignoring the transformative possibilities of beliefs conventionally exterior
to it, communism, at least as practiced by MKP leaders, allowed the pursuit of
these possibilities.

It was Sibghatullah’s introduction to the party’s Maoist theory and practice
that led to his comparative engagement with Islam as well. Specifically
important was Maoism’s politics of the “mass line” and philosophy on
practice, which entailed a deep immersion in the beliefs and practices of the
masses in order to generate a vernacular-driven communist universalism. That
steered Sibghatullah toward circulating insurgent Sufisms and a comparative
inquiry into their relationship with Marxism. Driven to Sufism by Maoism’s
vernacular orientation, Sibghatullah discovered shared universalist elements
that then enabled him to equate the two: an equivalence he centered on a joint
commitment to Truth. Contra Guha, who saw religious consciousness as a
precursor to a secular, revolutionary class one, Sibghatullah fathomed a
religious consciousness that did not simply mediate for revolutionary class
consciousness but was made coincidental with it on the terrain of Truth.

Sibghatullah also expressed his mystical Marxism in political practice, as
he transformed his apprentices into revolutionary Sufi disciples, recruited Sufi-
inflected maulvis, organized annual “mullah congregations,” built alternative
insurgent mosques, and even later challenged the tribal landlords’ patriarchal
“honor” codes. Though his theory and practice of mysticalMarxism led to both a
widening and deepening of the MKP-led peasant movement, especially as he
undermined landlordism’s hegemony over Islam, it failed in the end owing to the
fragmentation of the party and the wider anti-left state repression begun by

Ranajit Guha, Dominance without Hegemony: History and Power in Colonial India (Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, 1997).

136 Guha, Elementary Aspects, 173.
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138 Alpa Shah, “Religion and the Secular Left: Subaltern Studies, Birsa Munda and Maoists,”

Anthropology of this Century 9 (2014), (99þ) (PDF) Religion and the Secular Left: Subaltern
Studies, Birsa Munda and Maoists | Alpa Shah - Academia.edu (last accessed 7 Nov. 2021).
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Bhutto and continued by General Zia. Nonetheless, his mystical Marxism left its
traces in successors like Allah Baksh, traces which, in pointing to an unrealized
past, evoke possibilities for a future in which religious and secular thought,
widely polarized in today’s world, may be united for a practice of liberation.

Abstract: In worlds of difference, how might certain unities be forged for
liberation? This paper pursues this question from the vantage-point of the
dialectical tension between Marxism and religion. While some scholars have
noted parallels between the two, philosophers of critical realism have aimed to
establish a deeper equivalence between Marxism and religion. This paper,
however, considers how an equivalence may be forged by subaltern actors in the
context of political struggles—how a religiousMarxismmight look as a theoretical
and political practice. I do this by historically reconstructing the life of Sufi
Sibghatullah Mazari, a locally influential communist from Pakistan who equated
Sufism with Mao-inflected Marxism. Born into a poor farming family from South
Punjab, he would go on to lead peasant movements against “feudal” landlords
( jagirdars) during the 1970s and be recruited into the Mazdoor Kisan Party, the
country’s historically largest communist party, which drew inspiration from Mao
Tse-tung. Sibghatullah’s introduction toMaoist thought and practice, especially its
emphasis on a vernacular-driven communist universalism, led him to
comparatively reflect on circulating insurgent Sufisms and their own universalist
possibilities. Maoism and Sufism’s shared universalist elements then allowed him
to equate the two: an equivalence he centered on the concept of Truth (Haqiqat).
Sibghatullah also expressed this “mystical Marxism” in his political practice, as he
mentored revolutionary Sufi disciples, recruited Sufi-inflected mullahs into the
communist party, built alternative insurgent mosques, and even challenged the
tribal and patriarchal “honor” codes, practices that, in undermining landlordism’s
hegemony over Islam, threatened its reproduction.

Key words: revolution, Marxism, religion, Islam, Sufism, peasants, subalternity,
landlordism, South Asia, Pakistan
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